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Abstract. Qualitative spatio-temporal calculi play a crucial role in modeling,
representing, and reasoning about geospatial dynamics such as the movement of
agents or geographic entities. They are ubiquitous in ontological modeling, information retrieval, they play a central part at the human-machine interface, and
are critical to process data collected from geosensor networks. What is common
to all these application areas is the search for a mechanism to transform data into knowledge borrowing heavily from strategies of (human) cognitive information processing. Astonishingly, there is paucity in actual behavioral evaluations on whether the suggested calculi are indeed cognitively adequate. While
the assumption seems to be made that qualitative equals cognitive, a more differentiated view is needed. This paper is filling the void by the first (to the best
of our knowledge) behavioral assessment of the DLine-Region calculus using
actual dynamic stimuli. These assessments are crucial as the few experiments
that exist have clearly demonstrated that topological relations form conceptual
groups (clusters), a fact that seems to be highly likely for the 26 DLine-Region
relations as well. Our results show which topological relations form (cognitive)
conceptual clusters.

1

Introduction

The meaningful processing of spatio-temporal data is a challenging and recent research topic. The tremendous amount of data that is becoming increasingly available
has spurred multidisciplinary efforts to process and analyze data telling various stories
of the dynamic earth (e.g., Adrienko, Adrienko, Dykes, Fabrikant, & Wachowicz,
2008; Yuan & Hornsby, 2008). One important development are qualitative spatiotemporal representation and reasoning (short: QSTR) approaches (e.g., Kurata &
Egenhofer, 2009; Muller, 2002; Sridhar, Cohn, & Hogg, 2011; van de Weghe, Billen,
Kuijpers, & Bogaert, 2008). The reason for the popularity of qualitative formalisms
can be summarized by a quote from Galton’s (2000) seminal book on qualitative
change:
“The divisions of qualitative space correspond to salient discontinuities in our apprehension of quantitative space.”
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The importance of this statement is difficult to overestimate. If this statement is
true, then we have found—by using QSTR—a way to bridge the gap between cognitive (semantic) information processing and requirements of formal systems fundamental to modern information technologies. From our usage of the word “if” the
reader may derive that it is, unfortunately, not that easy. There are numerous suggestions for QSTR that all identify—sometimes contradictory—divisions of quantitative
space. Additionally, while often a claim is made that qualitative approaches bear
some inherent cognitive/commonsense aspects of how spatio-temporal information is
processed, there is a paucity of actual behavioral evaluations that would back up the
claim of capturing cognitive aspects of spatio-temporal information processing using
QSTR. Hence, we do need an experimental framework that allows for effectively and
efficiently assessing QSTR approaches cognitively. This article details an experiment
assessing the DLine-Region calculus (Kurata, 2008) while at the same time showing
general ways of assessing the cognitive adequacy of QSTR approaches that are built
on jointly exhaustive and mutually exclusive relations.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: First, we provide some background information on existing behavioral studies as well as the DLine-Region calculus. Second, we report on the conducted experiment evaluating the divisions (topological equivalence classes) that are inherent to the DLine-Region calculus. The results
show that we need to superimpose a hierarchy onto the 26 primitive relations to reflect human conceptualizations of movement patterns captured by this calculus. We
discuss in the outlook some strategies how behavioral results can be transformed into
weights for conceptual neighborhood graphs (CNGs) that will cognitively adjust their
use in areas such as information retrieval, ontology engineering, or the geo-spatial
semantic web.

2

Background

Given the space limitations we will focus on some essential behavioral studies and a
brief introduction to the DLine-Region calculus. Of particular importance to the topic
of this article are the experiments by Mark and Egenhofer (e.g., Mark & Egenhofer,
1995; Mark & Egenhofer, 1994a; Shariff, Egenhofer, & Mark, 1998) on topologically characterized relations between a line and a region. In their experiments, the line
had no direction and they used static images (rather than animations, see Section 3).
They focused on both cognitive conceptualization processes as well as the spatial
semantics of linguistic expressions. In some of their experiments they employed a
grouping paradigm (Mark & Egenhofer, 1994b), similar to the approach taken in the
experiment we will present later on. Their findings crystalized in the famous statement that topology matters and metric refines (Egenhofer and Mark, 1995). Not as
widely discussed but equally important is their finding that the 19 relations between a
line and a region are cognitively not primitive relations. In other words, the 19 relations form conceptual groups (clusters) with larger within group similarity as well as
larger between group dissimilarity. This aspect has also been addressed in formal
research papers and we will come back to this aspect throughout the paper.

Behavioral research on topology and qualitative calculi addressing actual movement patterns is rare. There are only a few studies that use dynamic stimuli in their
experiments. Noteworthy is the research by Lu and collaborators (2009) in which the
authors evaluate Allen’s (1983) temporal interval calculus. The results, in a nutshell,
indicate that certain relations can be considered forming clusters, mimicking the findings of Mark and Egenhofer (1994b). Specifically, before and meet form one cluster
and all other relations of Allen’s calculus form a second one. Our own research (see
Klippel et al. in press, for an overview) so far has addressed topological movement
patterns that can be modeled as changing relations between two spatially extended
entities. Evaluating RCC-8 (Randell, Cui, & Cohn, 1992) and Egenhofer’s intersection models (Egenhofer & Franzosa, 1991) that can be used to characterize these
movement patterns, we found that topological relations form conceptual groups (clusters) and that domain semantics is an important contextual factor (Klippel, in press).
To the best of our knowledge, there are no other published behavioral evaluations of
dynamic movement patterns characterized by qualitative calculi2.
Back to the DLine-Region calculus; Kurata and Egenhofer (2007) extended the
original 9-intersection models proposed by Egenhofer and collaborators (Egenhofer
& Franzosa, 1991) such that the direction of a line (in relation to a region) can be
captured, too. The original 9-intersection model details the relation between two spatial objects A and B by creating a 3 x 3 matrix that details, from a point-set topological perspective, the relation (intersection) between three topological parts of A and B:
interior, boundary, and exterior. For the case of a directed line, Kurata and Egenhofer
introduced a finer distinction of the boundary of the line separately representing the
start and the end of a line. This finer distinction results in an extra row in the 9intersection matrix which then, consequently, is referred to as the 9+-Intersection
Model (Kurata, 2008). In 2D, 19 relations are possible between a line and a region but
there are 26 topologically equivalent relations possible in case the line is directed.
Visually these relations can be organized into a conceptual neighborhood graph (see
Figure 1, see also Egenhofer & Al-Taha, 1992; Freksa, 1992; Randell & Cohn, 1989).
and , are conceptual neighbors if it is possible for
to hold over
Two relations,
to hold over the tuple at a later
a tuple of objects at a certain point in time, and for
time, with no other (third) mutually exclusive relation holding in between (Cohn,
2008; Freksa, 1992). A neighborhood graph has one node for each relation ∈ , and
an edge between two nodes if the corresponding relations are neighbors. The important aspect to keep in mind, which will tremendously add to the transformative
nature of this paper, is that virtually every calculus with jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) relations (such as RCC and the intersection models) has a conceptual neighborhood graph (Cohn & Renz, 2008), and that the methods applied here
will be universally applicable amongst these calculi to improve their cognitive adequacy.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual
C
neigghborhood graaph for the 26 DLine-Regioon relations (ssee Kurata
& Egenhofer, 2009)
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Experiment

We have extended an experimentall framework ((Knauff, Rauh
h, & Renz, 19
997; Mark
t
is tailoredd to requirem
ments in the sppatial sciencess in that it
& Egenhoofer, 1994b) that
allows foor evaluating qualitative
q
spaatial calculi buuilt on JEPD relations. Wee are using
a groupin
ng paradigm, which
w
is classically employyed to reveal cognitive
c
concceptualizations, andd combining itt with animatiions based on topological equivalence claasses. The
equivalennce classes forr the purpose of this articlee are the ones specified in thhe DLineRegion calculus,
c
whicch we brieflyy introduced in
i the previou
us section. Thhe critical
questionss that this expeeriment is ansswering are:
 Are the equivalencee classes identtified by the D
DLine-Region calculus salieent discontinuitiees in our appreehension of (qqualitative) sppace?

 On thee basis of preevious research it is fair to assume that not all 26 rellations are
equallyy salient but that
t
they will form groups. If so, which relations
r
are considered
c
more similar
s
to eachh other than otthers?
Particcipants. 26 Peenn State unddergraduate stuudents particippated for couurse credit.
Average age was 22 (99 female).
Design
n and materiials. 78 randomized animatted icons depiicting 26 DLinne-Region
relations (three per eqquivalence claass) were connstructed in Adobe
A
Flash CS4.
C
Each
p
in size. Given that paarticipants seee actual animaations, we
icon was 120 by 120 pixels
d the movemeent in that it, generally speeaking, only went
w
from lefft to right.
restricted
Figure 2 shows an exam
mple of one DLine-Region
D
n relation (d, see Figure 1). A random
start poinnt was selectedd in the exteriior of the startt region. The movement off the black
dot starts from the left exterior, fullyy crosses the iinterior, and then
t
ends at a randomly
p
in the rigght exterior (tthe end regionn). To give ano
other examplee, for relaselected point
tion (m1) the dot startss from a randoomized locatiion in the inteerior of the staart region,
a ends someewhere on thee boundary in the end region
n.
moves in the interior, and

Fig. 2. Ico
on shows the caase of DLine-R
Region relation (d), where the dot starts from
m a randomized locatiion in the exteerior (left), fullly crosses the interior,
i
and thhen ends at a randomized
r
location inn the exterior (riight).

In the construction of all icons, particular atttention was paid
p
to two sp
pecific asg relations weere perceptually clear; and 2)
2 that the
pects: 1) that the startinng and ending
d among all iccons. The speeed of the dot movement
m
speed of the dot was coonstant in and
he path lengtth and the
was keptt constant by maintaining the same ratio between th
number of
o frames. At the end of eaach dot movem
ment, the dot paused to reppresent the
ending reelation beforee the movement was repeated. The connstruction off icons involved manual
m
inspecttion by expertts to remove aand replace iccons that weree ambiguous due to
t the random
mized locationns of start- and end-points. The final 78 icons did
not conveey DLine-Reggion relations that
t are ambigguous.
Proced
dure. The expperiment took
k place in a GIS lab and waas set up as a group experiment.. The lab seatts up to 16 participants at the same tim
me at Dell wo
orkstations
(Optiplexx 755, 24’’ widescreen LCD
D monitors). View
V
blocks ensured
e
that paarticipants
performed this task inddividually. Parrticipants perfformed a free classificationn (category
w as a linguiistic labeling task.
t
constructtion) task as well
Our custom-made grouping sofftware, CatSccan, allows for
fo presentingg dynamic
nd administerrs the compleete experimennt (see Figuree 3). All 78 animations
a
stimuli an

showing the 26 DLine-Region relatiions were inittially displayed on the left side
s
of the
s
was emppty and particiipants were reequired to
screen inn random ordeer. The right side
create alll groups. Anim
mated icons caan be placed iinto groups by
y simple dragg-and-drop
operationns; they can bee placed into groups, out of
o groups, or moved
m
betweeen groups.
In case a group is deleeted, all icons are placed baack on the leftt side. The maain groupw preceded by a warm upp grouping taask (sorting an
nimals) to acqquaint paring task was
ticipants with the interrface, the grou
uping environm
ment, and genneral idea of a free clasn task. After finishing
f
the task
t
(no timee limit was giiven), particippants were
sification
presentedd with the grouups they creatted and providded linguistic labels for these groups:
a short laabel of no moore than 5 woords (e.g., insside out in) annd a longer description
d
(e.g., founnd the dots thaat started insiide the circle then
t
went out then back in).

Fig. 3. The screenshots of
o the experiment interface. Thhe top screenshot shows the in
nitial screen
before parrticipants startedd to group. Thee bottom screennshot shows ann ongoing experriment with
groups creeated by the parrticipant.
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Results

On average, participants created 11.3 groups (min: 3; max 39, statistically an outlier)
and it took them 22 min on average to finish the grouping task. The average number
of groups is, as expected, below the 26 formally defined topological equivalence classes. This result is in accordance with several findings (Klippel et al. in press; Mark
& Egenhofer, 1994b) that topological equivalence classes defined by a number of
calculi are forming conceptual clusters, whose formally defined granularity is often
not the granularity identified by human participants.
The grouping behavior of participants itself is captured in individual similarity matrices which encode two icons being placed into the same group as 1 and two icons
not being placed into the same group as 0. By summing over all individual similarity
matrices, an overall similarity matrix (OSM) can be created. Thereby maximum similarity is assigned to those pairs of animations that are always placed together into the
same group and minimum similarity is assigned to those pairs of animations that are
never placed into the same group. The maximum similarity corresponds to the number
of participants (here: N = 26), the minimum similarity is 0. This data can be analyzed
using a number of techniques such as cluster analysis, multidimensional scaling, or
simple heat maps that allow for visualizing raw similarities.
Figure 4 shows a combination of a cluster analysis (Ward’s method) and a heat
map. Additional annotations in Figure 4 (dashed boxes) show a synthesis of comparing different cluster methods as a means to validate clustering results (Kos &
Psenicka, 2000). The two dendrograms (top and left part) are identical and show the
result of the cluster analysis; icon names are placed on the bottom and right part of the
heat map and consist of the relation name plus a number from 1-3. The heat map visualizes raw similarities such that higher similarities are displayed in darker gray and
lower similarities are displayed in lighter gray. The combination of heat map and
cluster analysis allows for a better interpretation of the grouping behavior as the clustering structure revealed by the dendrograms can be directly related to actual grouping
behavior.
A first observation is that topological equivalence is a strong predictor for the similarity ratings; this is indicated by the fact that all three instances of all topological
relations are in neighboring columns/rows, that is, they are grouped together most
frequently compared to all other grouping possibilities (the dark gray cells along the
diagonal, top-left to bottom-right). To this end, these results are largely consistent
with data from other experiments (Klippel et al. in press; Mark & Egenhofer, 1994b)
that topology at the base level is a strong grouping criterion. Equally interesting is,
however, the overall grouping structure, and the combination of heat map and dendrograms allows for a deeper interpretation.
Figure 4 reveals—on a coarse level—a three cluster solution using Ward’s method
that has, however, to be somewhat modified if three clustering methods (Ward’s,
average linkage, complete linkage) are compared. The result of this synthesis is indicated by the dashed-line-boxes. To additionally visualize the solution indicated by the
combined analysis (i.e. the dashed-line-boxes) we have also depicted these results in

Figure 5 using a merged CNG (compare Figure 1) and using dashed lines reflecting
the cluster solution shown in Figure 4.
The synthesis of all three clustering methods allows for identifying two large clusters that are identical across all three clustering methods and one cluster that requires
refinement. The two large clusters identical across methods are: cluster 1 with DLineRegion relations a, b, m1, m2, n1, n2, g, h, and l; cluster 2 with DLine-Region relations
c, o1, o2, i, j, and k; and cluster 3, which has to be analyzed in more detail, contains on
the coarsest granularity the following relations: p1, p2, q1, q2, r1, r2, s1, s2, d, e, f.
Besides the fact that topological equivalence is at the core of the similarity ratings,
it is worthwhile to note that the clusters in general also reflect topologically induced
similarities. In other words, the general clustering structure does not violate topological similarity in the sense that the groups formed by participants are connected subgraphs in the DLine-Region CNG (see Figures 1 and 5). However, the granularity
required by a formal topological characterization does not seem to be reflected in the
grouping behavior of the participants. Participants focused on more abstract characteristics of the movement patterns. In the following we summarize these characteristics:
Cluster 1:
 No part of the movement is taking place outside the region, meaning that the intersection of any component of the DLine with the exterior of the region is empty.
 The movement starts either on the border of the region or inside the region.
 The movement ends either inside or on the border.
 Parts of the movement can take place along the border.
Cluster 2:
 Part of the movement has to take place outside the region but it is neither the beginning nor the ending.
 Start and end of the movement can be on the border or in the interior of the region.
Cluster 3:
 Part of the movement has to take place outside the region.
 The movement can end in all three possible locations: outside, inside, and on the
border.
 Part of the movement can take place in the interior of the region or not.
As indicated above, clusters 1 and 2 are stable across different clustering methods
while cluster 3 seems to require a finer level of analysis, that is, it does not show up
consistently across different methods. The clustering structure that is indicated in
Figures 4 (dashed boxed) and Figure 5 (dashed lines) reflects this finer level of granularity at which all three clustering methods (Ward’s, average linkage, complete linkage) agree. Topologically this finer level of distinction makes sense in that it reveals
connected subgraphs of the CNG that are singled out. This finer level of granularity in
cluster 3 can be summarized as follows: 3a contains the relations p1, q1, and d; the
main characteristic here is that the movement ends outside the region while the starting location can be outside, inside, or on the boundary. Cluster 3b contains relations
p2 and q2; the main characteristic is that the movement starts outside and ends either
inside or on the boundary (after having been inside). Cluster 3c contains relations s2
and r2; the movement starts outside and ends on the border without intersection the

interior. Cluster
C
3d (r1 and s1) contaiins relations whose
w
movem
ment starts on the
t border
and ends outside the region
r
withou
ut intersectingg the interior. Cluster 3e singles out
o
the
relation f which is the only movemeent pattern thaat takes place completely outside
region. Cluster
C
3f singgles out relatio
on e which allmost takes pllace completeely outside
the region
n except for the
t interior off the line thatt intersects wiith the bounddary of the
region.
Finallyy, we would liike to point ouut the somewhhat special rolle of relation l. While it
does seem
m to be integrrated into clu
uster 1, the annalysis of the raw similaritiies clearly
indicates its different role
r
in this cluuster. This is nnot surprising
g as movemennt pattern l
takes placce completelyy on the bounddary of the reggion.

Fig. 4. Thhe figure showss a combinationn of a heat mapp and cluster analysis
a
(Ward’’s method).
Additionallly, rectangles indicate a synnthesis of analyyzing different clustering meethods. The
numbers id
dentify clusterss discussed in the
t text. A coloor and high resoolution version of this figure is avaiilable at min.us//mSDH2012_fiigure4.

The cluster analysiss shows obviou
us that we neeed a coarser grranularity of movement
m
primitives than offered by the DLiine-Region caalculus. As reevealed by thhe general
a made baseed on the
characterristics of the three clusterss, important distinctions are
movemennt in relation to
t the region focusing partticularly on diistinction of inside versus outsidde movementss or combinations thereof. We
W therefore looked into thhe linguistic descriiptions (shortt labels) that participants provided.
p
As the groupingg behavior
differs frrom participannt to participaant we lookeed into the deescriptions heere from a
general leevel using a word
w
cloud to reveal frequenncies of individual terms (aadditionally we perrformed an acctual quantitaative word couunt). Figure 6 shows the reesults that
seem to reinforce
r
our interpretation
i
that the threee basic distinctions made inn the intersection models
m
(includding the 9+ model)
m
are cruucial, that is, movements are
a distinguished on
o whether thhey are going in or out, annd whether th
hey take placee inside or
outside. The
T most freqquently used movement
m
relaated terms aree (in this orderr): in, out,
to, on, ouutside, straight, inside, throuugh, and archh.

Fig. 5. Merged DLine-R
Region CNG reeflecting the annalysis discusseed in Figure 4, Section 4.
The color coding correspponds to the cluusters identifiedd by comparing three clusterinng methods.
A color annd high resolutioon version of thhis figure is avaailable at min.uss/mSDH2012_ffigure5.

Interesstingly, most of
o these termss can be direcctly related to some topolog
gical characteristics. However, thhere are also several
s
non-toopological term
ms such as strraight and
t latter in thhe next sectionn.
arch. Wee will discuss the
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Discussion

In our diiscussion of the
t results, we will draw ccomparisons to
t the previouusly mentioned research by Maark and Egenhhofer (1994b,, referred to henceforth
h
as E&M94).

Althoughh their researcch setup focussed on line-reegion relationss and method
dologically
used a different set-upp, several of thheir findings aare worth lookking into in thhe light of
our resultts.
One of E&M94’s central
c
findinggs indicated that
t
the 19 most
m
frequentlyy grouped
on classes. We
W do find
pairs corrrespond to thhe 19 that weere within thee 9-intersectio
similar reesults in our ddata visualizeed in Figure 4 indicated by
y the fact thaat all three
instances of all topologgical relationss are in neighbboring columnns/rows, that is, they are
c
to all
a other grouuping possibilities. This
grouped together mostt frequently compared
c
at thee fine granularrity analyshows thaat topology is indeed a major grouping criterion
sis level.

Fig. 6. Wordle
W
showing the frequenciees (larger meanning more oftenn used) of worrds used by
participantts to characterizze their groups (short labels).

Equallly important, E&M94 founnd a comparaable pattern with
w respect too creating
clusters of
o line-regionn relations, thaat is, cluster analysis reveaals that the 26 original
DLine-Reegion relationns are conceptually not thee primitives. Additionally,
A
we found
similaritiees in that largger clusters arre formed by relations
r
on th
he left side off the CNG
(comparee Figure 10 inn E&M94 andd Figure 5). While
W
there arre an additionnal 7 relations in thhe DLine-Reggion calculus and
a several diifferences in the
t research methodolom
gy, this is an interestinng finding. Inn both CNGs the left side has movemen
nt patterns
n take place outside the reegion while thhe right side shows more variety
v
inthat do not
cluding thhe exterior off the region ass a place wheere movementt happens. Takking additionally into
i
consideraation the linguuistic analysiss (see Figure 6), we find that
t
in/out
and insidde/outside disttinctions are both
b
linguisticcally and con
nceptually a dominating
criterion.
94’s analysis also singled out
o several reelations as moost likely form
ming their
E&M9
own clustters. Specificaally, relations a, l, and f (foor English speaking particippants). We
have disccussed alreadyy the somewhaat prominent situations of relations
r
l and
d f, that is,
that in ou
ur experimentss they form more
m
individuaalistic clusters as well. That relation a
is not sinngled out may have to do with
w the differeent experimenntal setup: Acccording to
current event conceptuualization theeories, the endding relationss of movemennt patterns
mportant rolee in their concceptualizationn (Regier & Zheng, 2007). From this
play an im

perspective relation l is not that different from, for example, relation m2. However,
E&M94’s results are slightly different for different language groups (English versus
German). Our research focused on English speaking participants but we will discuss
the opportunity to use our research framework in cross-linguistic studies in the outlook.
As the linguistic analysis reveals, participants did not group solely on the basis of
topological information although it may appear this way. The question of the primacy
of topology as a way to think spatially has received more attention recently (Klippel
et al. in press; Schwering, 2011) calling into question the seminal statement that “topology matters and metric refines” (Egenhofer & Mark, 1995). Our experiment was
not explicitly designed to address this question. However, there are certain constraints
that inevitably lead to the introduction of factors other than topology to realize the 26
DLine-Region relations. For example, we used a circle as our region and thereby
making it impossible for a straight line to start and end in the circle while having been
outside it in between. Most prominently this aspect is featured in linguistic descriptions straight and arch, which made it into the top ten of the most frequent terms.
There is current research in event conceptualization that stresses the importance of
path characteristics on the conceptualization of movement patterns (Maguire,
Brumberg, Ennis, & Shipley, 2011; Shipley & Maguire, 2008).
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Conclusions

To conclude, our research adds to the body of knowledge that asserts that distinctions—in form of equivalence classes—made by qualitative formal calculi are not
necessarily the ones that are foundational to the human cognitive system. Several
research approaches have shown that the granularity of formal calculi is inadequate
for modeling human conceptualizations of both static and dynamic spatial relations.
To address this issue the majority of approaches (e.g., Clementini, Di Felice, & van
Oosterom, 1993; Schneider & Behr, 2006) define formal criteria on how to cluster
topological equivalence classes such that the overall number of topological predicates
is reduced. Clementini and collaborators (1993) suggest five basic relations that are
derived on the basis of the emptiness and non-emptiness of component intersection,
inclusion and non-inclusion of one object in another object, and the dimension of the
component intersection. Schneider and Behr (2006) developed a method based exclusively on the emptiness and non-emptiness of component intersection. Coming from a
database user perspective, Schneider and Behr developed the concepts of topological
cluster predicates and topological predicate groups to reduce the number of predicates in a user-defined or application-specific manner.
Our research adds to this body of knowledge by having behaviorally evaluated the
DLine-Region calculus that requires, formally, the distinction of 26 relations between
a directed line and a region based on an extended version of Egenhofer’s intersection
models. Kurata and Egenhofer (2009) discuss several approaches on reducing the 26
relations as their primary goal is to model human concepts of motion. While we find
some commonalities in the approaches they discuss and the results of our experi-

ments, there is no complete agreement between any of the discussed approaches and
our results. This demonstrates once more the importance of behavioral evaluations of
qualitative calculi that is often called for (e.g., Clementini et al., 1993) but rarely delivered.
Given the ubiquity of qualitative spatio-temporal calculi as tools and means to
bridge the gap between a formal systems and human conceptions of space and time,
our research has the potential to provide insights into necessary adaptations/modifications of qualitative calculi to deserve the label “cognitively adequate”.
Our research methodology, in general, is tailored to calculi based on jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint relations that all form conceptual neighborhood graphs
(Cohn & Renz, 2008). The use of JEPD and CNGs in areas such as linguistics (Ross,
Hois, & Kelleher, 2010), robotics, database query languages and information retrieval, and ontological modeling (e.g. for the semantic web) can be greatly enhanced by
behavioral research that provides the necessary bridge between cognitive and formal
spatio-temporal semantics.
Future research directions are manifold given both the ubiquity of QSTR in research and application and the paucity of behavioral evaluations. The following ones
strike us as important: We have recently demonstrated that domain semantics has a
meaningful influence on the grouping behavior of participants, that is, which original
topological relations form cognitive conceptual clusters (Klippel in press). To this
end, a theory is needed that would allow for specifying meta-domain characteristics
and how they influence cognitive conceptualizations of movement patterns.
Mark and Egenhofer (1994b) raised already the question of the influence of language on the conceptualization of line-region relations. Linguistic (and potentially
cultural) influences surface in the spatial science sporadically (see Mark, Turk, &
Stea, 2007 for a more substantial treatment) but are still not integrated into core theories. A transdisciplinary research agenda is needed to deliver results that could influence spatial theories more fundamentally.
We have developed an approach to characterize movement patterns based on the
notion of conceptual primitives (Klippel 2011) that is built on the basic distinctions
used to define topological relations between a line and a region: interior, exterior, and
boundary (the latter distinguished as movement on a spot and extended movement on
the boundary, see also Kurata & Egenhofer, 2009). This approach is comparable to
work on movement patterns by Stewart Hornsby and Cole (2007) in that basic topological distinctions constitute primitive distinctions that could be additionally annotated by using, for example, direction information. We consider it important to deepen
this line of research as it potentially allows for linking linguistic expressions with
formal spatial characterizations more flexibly and has the capability of modeling and
interpreting continuous movement behavior.
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